Threats and smearing campaign against Ms. Jelena Milic CEAS director by
convicted war criminal and Srebrenica genocide denier and mercenary
currently on trial for killing of two Albanians in 1999
The center for Euro-Atlantic Studies from Belgrade, Serbia (CEAS) would like to bring to your
attention the latest examples of threats and a smearing campaign against CEAS and in particular
its director Ms. Jelena Milic. The threats to Ms. Milic’s life, and accompanying campaign that, as
CEAS has already reported, could be termed ”vilify and amplify”, have been going on
continuously for three years, with obvious support from Serbian media that are both progovernment and pro-Kremlin, and without any institutional response despite numerous charges
that CEAS and Jelena Milic have been filing against known perpetrators. One of these charges
was filed against Nemanja Ristic, a person sought by Interpol on a warrant issued by the
Government of Montenegro for his role in the 2016 attempted coup in that country. Ristic
threatened Ms. Milic that she would be tried for grave offences (such as treason, heroin
distribution), though not in regular court proceedings but under summary justice. These cases
have been pending for several years to no avail, as judiciary institutions are not acting upon
them. CEAS’ legal representatives consider that on several occasions, State judiciary, human
rights and anti-discrimination institutions where obliged to act even without the charges filed by
Ms. Milic and CEAS seeking legal protection. Cases against media do get processed, but when
convicted, sanctions are usually minor – financial – and do not serve the purpose of deterring
such actions from happening again.
The fact that CEAS is engaged in the most sensitive issues in Serbia, issues that cause Serbian
media’s significant “post-production” in terms of attacks, smears, fallacies and bold threats in the
comments – such as war crimes and their impunity, security, Serbia’s relationship with NATO,
advocacy for Serbia’s full membership, debate on the reason for NATO’s bombing, the number
of its victims, countering the fake narrative about the effects of the use of depleted uranium, the
issue of Kosovo and the malign Russian influence – should not be an excuse for the lack of a
genuine response.
We note that Ms. Milic was offered police protection a few years ago, though inefficient one that
put her in a position similar to home imprisonment. In a reaction to the police failing to respond
to the calls of citizens who reported the illegal demolishing of their property in Belgrade’s
neighborhood of Savamala in 2016, she declined further police protection. Savamala case is
explicitly mentioned in the Resolution of the European Parliament of June 14, 2017 related to the
Commission’s Report on Serbia for 2016. It was also referred in the call to Serbia’s authorities to
respect the rule of law and address cases of excessive use of power by police against citizens.
The investigation of the case of Savamala has not advanced from the preliminary phase.
According to our insights, the U.S. Department of State (Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights
and Labor) Country Report on Human Rights Practices in Serbia for 2016 is the only one
referring to the case of threats against Jelena Milic and CEAS.
Most recently, Ms. Milic is under constant attacks by the convicted war criminal Vojislav Seselj,
head of the Serbian Radical Party and member of the Serbian Parliament. The Appeals Chamber
of the Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals (MICT) announced its ruling in the

proceedings against Vojislav Seselj in April 2018. He was found guilty and sentenced to ten
years in prison on the counts of the indictment referring to expulsions of ethnic Croats from
Hrtkovci in the 1990s. Unfortunately, women’s rights organizations, progressive media outlets
and state institutions in charge of protecting equality and human rights failed to even comment
on his latest sexist statements alleging that Ms. Milic has contracted crabs in her contacts with
NATO, or that she is dying from syphilis. The comments, without a proper response by the
presenting host, were made on a television show aired by Happy TV, a channel with national
coverage whose frequency is public property.
The same television channel recently hosted Jugoslav Petrusic, a controversial Serbian
mercenary and major of the Yugoslav Army during the war in Kosovo in 1999, currently on trial
for killing two Albanians during this conflict. CEAS suspects that his attack has been triggered
by CEAS’ and Ms. Milic’s constant reporting on the tainted war track record, documented by
prominent non-governmental organization, the Humanitarian Law Center in its Dossier Dikovic
about the recently retired Serbian Army Chief of Staff Ljubisa Dikovic, since CEAS has never
mentioned or dealt with Petrusic’s activities. Over the past few years, Petrusic got involved in
active denial of the genocide in Srebrenica, along with the controversial Swiss
journalist Alexander Dorin, among others. Bearing in mind the dire circumstances concerning
Petrusic and Dikovic, CEAS considers that the statement that “Ms. Milic’s findings represent a
threat to the Republic of Serbia and to all of its relevant institutions” should not go unnoticed and
unaddressed.
We would like to highlight that the systematic campaign to “vilify and amplify” – including
severe threats to Ms. Milic’s life by known perpetrators with very compromised backgrounds,
and by the army of internet trolls that happens each time Ms. Milic appears in the media, as well
as the “post-production” in certain print media with heavy smearing – affects our day-to-day
work, as its documenting is time-consuming and the legal fees are high and mostly not covered
by our projects’ budgets. Last but not the least, it affects the reputation of our work and our
ability to realize the projects as planned by the proposals, and to apply for future grants.
Thank you for your attention.
We are available for any further clarifications.
Sincerely,
CEAS team

Transcript of a statement by Vojislav Seselj - program “Dobro jutro Srbijo” (Good
Morning Serbia) - TV Happy August 15, 2018
Irina: Yesterday our guest presenter was Jelena Milic and while we were saying goodbye, I told
her that in this chair, tomorrow, Vojislav Seselj will be sitting and my question now is why do
you not sit here, so that we can be a presenting couple, instead, I feel like you are a guest in the
program.
Seselj: Really, this is no joke. The weather disturbances are horrendous. First enormous heat,
excess humidity in the air, all sorts of different insects appearing and a man cannot defend
himself from them. I am a little bit worried about the chair where Jelena Milic used to sit, you
know that she is a NATO promoter, she socializes with those NATO officers, but NATO is now
producing biological weapons that will be difficult to trace. They will not be biological weapons
causing the plague, cholera, smallpox or some other serious illness like typhus. They are now
producing new types of lice and among them also crabs. NATO crabs are a serious, dangerous
thing and there is no way to get rid of them.
Irina: I have to tell you, Jelena Milic has mentioned you three or four times yesterday, saying
that you do not have the basic respect for women that you even hate them, and I stood in your
defense the whole time and now you mention the chair and these lice…
Seselj: First of all I do not see a woman in her, I see a NATO commando. She has admitted that
she does not have a single tooth of her own. Do you know how she had lost her teeth?
Irina: She says she had a problem. I do not want to go into this.
Seselj: Yes she did have a problem. It was again some NATO production, you know, she has
allowed that live organisms get introduced into her mouth and they corrode the dental glaze, this
is how her teeth got ruined.

Transcript of a statement by Jugoslav Petrusic: Jugoslav Petrusic on Jelena Milic, threats
directed to her and the connection to terrorists – program “Dobro jutro Srbijo” (Good
Morning Serbia) - TV Happy October 5, 2018
Petrusic: I do not know if you will allow it and if it is appropriate for me to say here, but I was irritated
by the way Ms. Jelena Milic acted in the sense that...
Maric: Attacking her is forbidden...
Petrusic: No, I am not attacking her. This has nothing to do with an attack. I just want to take notice that
she is not intellectually mature enough to talk about the NATO system. That is, of anything concerning
such a global, huge system. She does not know what is connected to the connection between, that is, here
I am not talking about any personal conflict, I am talking about her technical and elementary knowledge
connected to what she has done. The way she presents…
Maric: She claims to have completed military service unlike many political and military analysts.
Petrusic: Not in those terms, here is why I wanted to make a statement related to her, and even the fact
that she is not eloquent enough or competent enough for anything related to NATO instruments, or rather
NATO’s system or anything that could represent any connection to Serbia. First of all, NATO’s system is
never functional within itself, it allows anything and those countries perform some exercises together.
They do it experimentally, or rather to sell the weapons and many other things with which she is not
familiar. Therefore we have there some technical espionage, the way these people behave, and those
countries that they need to win over for themselves do it for economic reasons, these are their future
buyers for everything they produce together. Their unity is based primarily on the economy and only after
that on the defense system. And I need not speak in detail about policies and so on. I don’t want to go
deeper into how much and in what way is she dealing with this and why is she dealing with this, these
things can happen here in Serbia and I am sory that eloquent and relevant factors here do not come out,
those in Serbia who really know the fact of the matter best and why don’t they prevent Ms. Jelena Milic
from saying stupid things related to the whole system. But that was not the thing that bothered me the
most, it was when I accidentally got the information that Ms. Jelena Milic and the Humanitarian Law
Fund, that they have on July fourth, eight of 2016 sent an open letter to the officials of the European
Union and of the United States about failures of the local processing of war crimes, including the case of
the murder of the Biticis. The letter was signed by almost 40 experts with official experience in working
in state or academic institutions and the civil society in the Balkans. They have sent this to the House of
Representatives...
Marić: So Bitici case is being produced in Serbia?
Jugoslav: No, no, no, no... That is even not too important, she has gone to the House of Representatives
of the American Senate, as a private person, she has never been… Here she has spoken notorious lies that
she has visited State Department officially, she started making public threats. This is what is asked in
their letter, in which they present themselves falsely as experts for war… I mean they present themselves
falsely as experts for war crimes. Ms. Jelena Milic, Ms. Natasa Kandic, and Ms. Milica Kostic. I mean 40
of them have signed. What do they want? Since July 8, 206 they are asking for the arrest of all
representatives of the highest authorities in the Republic of Serbia since the year 2000, since the year

1990 up till today. All the officers of the security forces, I mean police, Ministry of Interior, state security
service, Security and intelligence agency, should be arrested. Allegedly, in Serbia no one was ever
brought to justice on war crimes charges. I want to stress that this organization headed by them took part
in 464 different crimes and that they have committed forgery, fraud, deception of the social community of
the Republic of Serbia, and today they constitutionally serve a system which is hostile towards us and is
so when our country is in the most difficult situation, when we have barely managed to make some sort of
contact with the U.S. where their administration is slowly allowing us to breathe, she presents to the
Albanians the national, I mean she is endangering the national security of the United States. Actually with
the Americans in New York like Eliot Engel and many others. I mean she has put herself on the side of
the terrorist organization in New York which is working for a longer period of time against the president
of America and its security forces with the intent to carry the whole story to the field… And she comes
here to freely threaten with things she is not qualified for nor does she have the right to do so. If she has
been in the State Department officially, then America really should not exist anymore. If Jelena Milic
could have talked, representing a non-governmental organization, about most difficult issues that burden
the territory of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia where close to one hundred thousand
people were killed, where four million people got displaced, where many people have suffered and where
the thing that happened has happened… and by this I do not wish to offend her in any way. I just kindly
invite her when she is able to and when she wants to, to have a duel with me with documents so that she
can pull back in a relevant way from her statements that threaten the Republic of Serbia or rather all
relevant institutions, and especially general Ljubisa Dikovic because he represents part of the Pritina
Corps which means that his name is not Ljubisa Dikovic, but his name is what he is called by the post he
is holding and only then can he be called by his name and surname because he represented a part of the
system, and they are calling him personally.
Maric: No, they are acting as if it was them who dismissed Ljubisa Dikovic and that their campaign
against him, which lasted for years, is now finally getting an epilogue that they had wanted…
Petrusic: Yes, they have also prepared the continuation. They have made a new book about the Jugoslav
People’s Army, they claim...
Maric: Who is next in line for being dismissed?
Petrusic: Next in line for being dismissed is the Jugoslav Army Deputy Chief of Staff, I say dismissed,
but actually attacked. I mean they have prepared it to be seen through a prism, through the prism of the
book made against the Jugoslav People’s Army, claiming paramilitary units of the army of the Republic
of Serbia have kidnapped the military in 1991 in order to commit crimes in Croatia, then kidnaped the
army of Bosnia and Herzegovina and committed crimes in Bosnia, then kidnapped Kosovo’s army and
committed crimes down there. These grave accusations are ridiculous.
Maric: We will organize a duel with dese documents, so this is all for the moment.

Threats Directed to Jelena Milic at Happy TV’s YouTube Channel After the Program „After
Lunch“ Hosted by Vanja Bulic, September 18, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLFfsyhbxrE

After Lunch – War in the Studio – What Will Happen to Kosovo

MONTENEGRIN CHETNIK
Milic is a NATO prostitute and a stinking shit that should be thrown in a cesspit.

BOKI Milenkovic
The law against traitors like these is the expulsion from Serbia and a ban on all non-governmental
organizations that are not working in the interest of the state of Serbia.

Milomir Ognjanovic
This prostitute makes me ashamed to be a Serb, have we got any honor dignity maaan Serbs hang this
kind of traitor

TheAnabellabea
The diagnosis of this Milic lady is: manic logorrhea, she is in therapy, they say...
Pig’s Half
She is in therapy with caliber 7.62 but according to desire could be another one.

Fucked (Jebena) ooooops! Jelena THUNDER MAY THWART YOU BEAST!

TESTOteka Official (misspelled)
May 7000 thousand Albanians fuck you, shitty mother…

Klark Kent
Ristic, next time you catch, you slap that female NATO-bastard out of the White Whore House!!!!!!

Efraim Frihanchel
Milic lady is trash! She will be brought to justice, she will, no doubt about it!

WellWisher
NATO trash started twitching her head in the moment of turning which is pointing to a neurological,
nervous-pathological and nervous instability. Let us hope that in the next show she will be twitching from
feet to head and that the nature will do its own and finish the work

Antonio Revenga
You will be making new teeth again bitch.

Igor Krsmanovic
This frustrated crazy Milic lady should be getting treatment for her trauma in some clinic, since her
husband was beating her systematically. It is a lie that she had lost her teeth because of stress. She was
picking up her teeth from the floor because of her ex-husband. And she should leave the people in peace.
It is not the people’s fault that she married an insane man. They are all the same, they would do anything
for the money. Those like her should get their teeth punched out.

Nikola Milosevic
Jelena Milic should not forget the old folk saying:
The one who lives by the sword shall die from the sword.

Milomir Ognjanovic
Why are you silent, what do you mean 55 percent, does anyone dare tell this slut that she is LYING Why
don’t you put her in the pillory on the (central Belgrade) Terazije square

Undertakersu
This creature should be stripped from Serbian citizenship and simply banned from our holy Serbian
land…

Aleksandar Knezevic
Congratulations to the people who managed to sustain themselves from tousling this hen of a woman… I
could not have, I would have broken the glass and dug her eye out, all on live television…

Martina Knezevic
We will try Milic, and if we manage to save her from the angry people, I personally doubt that we will
make it, but I must admit that I am a little sinful, it is not Christian-like but I smile when I imagine what
will be done to her. Mister Ristic, congratulations to you and also to wonderful Mister Bokan! What
referendum, Vanja, you converted man, you will be tried too just like that disgusting Maric, I cannot say
which one is worse, although Maric has been longer involved in betraying our national interests.

Marsi
Shattered which without a broom!!!
May her seed be shattered, help me Lord!!!
Bulic, you are a shithead to me and to many Serbs, you really are…

Marsi

Bulic, SHAME ON YOU
Should I see this shattered ragtag Micic again I will boycott you forever!!!
You mark my words Bulic, you sell-out who would do anything for ratings even accept the mantra that
this ragtag Micic lady is pushing.
May her seed be shattered (from non-toxic uranium), may God let her treat her own children from cancer
fucked by the Albanian liaison officer who usually fucks her whenever she goes to a reception at the
American Embassy.
NATO ragtag fucked by an Albanian, is there anything dirtier than her.
Stop saying lies about Srebrenica you ragtag and about other shit you are talking about because we Serbs,
we know what had happened in Racak in Srebrenica in many other places, may your seed breed no
offspring traitor of your kin.
You will be remembered as a shattered whore with an Albanian penis up your anus (everyone forgive me
for the language).
Long live Serbia and Russia always brothers!!!!

I fuck your shattere seed you dried-up bitch!!!!
God’s own punishment will catch up with you for this propaganda bullshit, remember you NATO
terrorists’ tick.
May you rot in the worst torment and wherever you may go, may people spit on you like here in the
studio.
Vanja Bulic you have sold yourself to the West for a fistful of dollars and a couple of fake smiles, shame
on you, Bulic, shame!!!

Threats Directed to Jelena Milic on Happy TV’s YouTube Channel After the Morning Show “Good
Morning Serbia” on October 2, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_TszAIh2eY&t=1s

SCANDALOUS – Jelena Milic Attacked Irina for Seselj’s Crabs – DJS – TV Happy October 2,
2018

Ivan
How I would slid your throat, (fuck) your sick mother

Drazen Jazo
A normal man gets a diarrhea when he hears this Milic lady speak! For this kind, the only cure is staking
with hawthorn.

Gag gag
This Milic should be murdered!!!!!

Mica Lacmanovic
A sharp knife and cut off her head like in a cock… the end.

Miki Grobar KRAJISNIK
I am interested how come no one killed this old bitch and has not dumped her somewhere in the junkyard.

Dusan Djordjevic
That should only be spat at and thrown in the Danube. No problem, only the Danube would get polluted!

Balkan Craft
This old woman should be publicly burned at stake on the square!!

Balkanski bluzer
She should be hanged by her tongue… attached to a HAARP pole… run 16,000 Volts… send the package
to Brussels

Mitar Mitric
I am an American soldier and I would gladly shoot this Jelena Milic lady with 556 NATO standard!!!

Dragan Keks
This one should be burned at stake

Stevan Popov
It would be better if you get killed in the street 

Chupacabra
Throw that in the Danube

Threats Directed to Jelena Milic on Happy TV’s YouTube Channel after the morning show “Good
Morning Serbia” on October 5, 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSmCkTzgFW8

Jugoslav Petrusic about Jelena Milic, Her Threats and the Connection to Terrorists

Goran M
She should be tried for treason.

